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“Double-Line Ship Mooring” (DLSM) mode has been applied as an initiative operation mode for solving berth allocation
problems (BAP) in certain giant container terminals in China. In this study, a continuous berth scheduling problem with the
DLSM model is illustrated and solved with exact and heuristic methods with an objective to minimize the total operation cost,
including both the additional transportation cost for vessels not located at their minimum-cost berthing position and the penalties
for vessels not being able to leave as planned. First of all, this problem is formulated as a mixed-integer programming model and
solved by the CPLEX solver for small-size instances. Afterwards, a particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is developed to
obtain good quality solutions within reasonable execution time for large-scale problems. Experimental results show that DLSM
mode can not only greatly reduce the total operation cost but also significantly improve the efficiency of berth scheduling in
comparison with the widely used single-line ship mooring (SLSM) mode. (e comparison made between the results obtained by
the proposed PSO algorithm and that obtained by the CPLEX solver for both small-size and large-scale instances are also quite
encouraging. To sum up, this study can not only validate the effectiveness of DLSMmode for heavy-loaded ports but also provide a
powerful decision support tool for the port operators to make good quality berth schedules with the DLSM mode.

1. Introduction

With the deepening of economic globalization, the world
container transportation volume has increased dramatically
in recent years [1]. As one of the most important compo-
nents of container transportation network, container ter-
minals play an important role in world economy.
Considering that the efficiency of berth allocation problem
has great impact on the output of container terminals, a lot
of studies have been dedicated to the berth scheduling
problems.

In general, berth schedules are determined by specifying
berthing time and position for the coming vessels by taking
into account various constraints, such as the berth capacity,
announced arrival time and departure time of container
ships, and certain specific berthing requirements. In order to
avoid collisions between vessels, the single-line shipmooring
(SLSM) mode, which specifies that “no more than one vessel
can be allocated to the same berth position at the same time,”

is normally applied in container terminals over the world,
and this rule is regarded as a default in most of the studies on
berth scheduling [2].

As one of the most important economic role in the world
economy, China is continuously developing the economic
innovation, resulting in huge container throughput of the
international hubs in China. Yangshan deep-water port is
located in Shanghai, a mega city in China. As the largest sea-
island artificial deep-water port, Yangshan deep-water port
is an important part of Shanghai International Shipping
Center, and its annual throughput has increased constantly
since it was built in the year of 2005.

Having been one of the world’s busiest container ter-
minals, Yangshan deep-water port has applied a so-called
“Double-Line Ship Mooring” (DLSM) mode to build berth
schedules since the year of 2019. Different from the widely
used SLSMmode, DLSMmode allows two container ships to
be moored simultaneously at the same berth location, en-
abling more container ships to be moored at their ideal berth
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and cranes to operate two container ships at the same time, a
reasonable way to improve the efficiency of berth operation.
Despite that, the real efficiency of the port with DLSMmode
depends on how sophisticated the operators are according to
the investigation made at Yangshan port, because berth
scheduling with DLSM is much more complex than with the
SLSM system. In consequence, it is essential to develop an
effective decision support system to help berth operators
improve the quality and efficiency of daily schedules with the
DLSM mode.

(is study aims at minimizing the additional operation
costs for the vessels not placed at their ideal berthing po-
sition and penalties for the ships not being able to leave
before their preplanned departure time, for a continuous
berth allocation problems (BAP) model with the DLSM
mode.(emain contributions of this study are as follows: (1)
as the first study on berth scheduling with the DLSM mode,
it validates the contribution of DLSM model in comparison
with the widely used SLSM mode; (2) a mixed integer
programming model is constructed for the continuous BAP
with DLSM mode, enabling a benchmark for the future
studies on such topic; (3) a PSO algorithm is developed to
obtain good quality DLSM berthing schedules within rea-
sonable execution time, offering the berth operators at busy
ports a powerful decision support tool to improve their work
efficiency.

(e reminder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 is dedicated to the literature review of related work.
(e problem description is given in Section 3. In Section 4,
the targeted problem is formulated as a mixed integer
programming model, which can be solved by CPLEX solver,
and then, the details of the proposed PSO algorithm are
given in Section 5. Section 6 is dedicated to discussions about
the experimental results, and this paper ends up with
conclusions and perspectives.

2. Related Work

According to the literature, berth allocation problem (BAP)
is regarded as the most important issue faced by the
management of container terminals. As the quality of berth
schedule has a great influence on the improvement of port
operation efficiency, a lot of researchers have been studying
BAPs, and numerous results were published [2]. Since Imai
et al. [3] firstly addressed a static berth allocation problem
(SBAP) and further developed a dynamic BAP model
(DBAP for public berth system [4]), numerous studies have
been published on BAP aiming to optimize the operation
efficiencies by taking into account the various constraints
affecting BAP [2], such as tidal influence [5], vessel service
priority [6], time-varying water depth [7], and channel flow
control [8]. As to our knowledge, no study on BAPs with the
DLSM mode is observed in the literature; thus, this study
aims to fill the research gaps in this field by taking into
account the DLSM mode when constructing berth sched-
ules. Furthermore, this study is specifically dedicated to
continuous BAP, which copes with the real situation of
Yangshan deep-water port that we have investigated and can
also be applied to many other huge container hubs.

With regard to the methodologies applied to BAPs, it can
be observed in the literature that the BAPs are normally
formulated as Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) models,
which can be solved with commercial programming solvers
for small-size problems [2–11]. Since BAPs are NP-hard, lots
of researchers have also taken much effort on developing
near-optimal solutions with efficient heuristics and meta-
heuristics, such as genetic algorithm and its variants [12–15],
subgradient optimization method [15], simulated annealing
[9], evolutionary algorithms [16, 17], particle swarm opti-
mization [10], and island-based meta-heuristic algorithm
[18].

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary
computation technique firstly developed by Eberhart and
Kennedy [19]. Since the particles used in PSO algorithm are
only updated by internal velocity and fewer parameters
should be tuned, the principles of PSO can be easily un-
derstood and widely adapted to various specific applications.
According to the literatures, PSO algorithms have been
proven quite efficient in dealing with berth allocation [20]
yard allocation [21], quay crane scheduling [10, 22]; and
many other planning and scheduling problems [23, 24]; in
consequence, a PSO algorithm is also proposed in this study
to develop efficient berth schedules by taking into account
DLSM.

3. Problem Description

3.1. Assumptions. In general, the berth operators are in
charge of arranging each vessel arriving at the port to a
suitable berth position according to the availability of the
wharf resources and respecting the preplanned arrival and
departure of the vessel. According to the practices observed
at the targeted container terminal, a set of assumptions are
defined as follows:

(1) Each vessel arrives at the port on the preplanned
arrival time

(2) If a vessel cannot leave the port before the pre-
planned departure time, the port has to incur a
penalty

(3) (e coordinate corresponding to the leftmost end of
the vessel is used to represent its berthing position,
using the leftmost boundary of the wharf as the
coordinate reference point

(4) Each vessel has a predefined minimum-cost berthing
position, which is determined according to the goods
that will be loaded/unloaded at the port, and if a
vessel cannot be berthed at its ideal berthing posi-
tion, additional operation cost will occur

(5) DLSM mode is applied, i.e., at most, two vessels can
be simultaneously moored at the same berth position

(6) When two vessels are moored in double-line, the
length of the inner-side ship cannot be longer than
the vessel moored outside

(7) When two vessels are moored in double-line, the
inner-side one must be berthed earlier and leave later
than the outside one
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3.2. Notations. For a better understanding, two types of
notations are applied in this study: (1) Latin letters are used
to denote parameters; (2) Greek letters are applied to rep-
resent decision variables.

3.2.1. Parameters

V: set of the vessels waiting to be allocated at the berth;
L: length of the wharf at the port;
T: planning horizon of this study;
M: sufficiently large positive number;
i, j, k: indices of vessels i, j, k ∈V;
c1i: unit distance cost for transporting containers from/
to vessel i, i ∈ V;
c2i: penalty cost per unit of time caused by the late
departure of vessel i from the port, i ∈ V;
pi: predefined minimum-cost berthing position of
vessel i, i ∈ V.
earr

i : preplanned arrival time of vessel i;
hi: total handling time required by the port to finish the
necessary unloading/unloading operations of vessel i,
i ∈ V;
e

de p

i : preplanned departure time of vessel i, i ∈ V;
li: length of vessel i, i ∈ V. In this study, the necessary
gap that must be reserved to guarantee the safety is also
integrated in this value for each vessel;

3.2.2. Decision variables

μi: integer variable representing the actual berthing
position of vessel i, i ∈ V;
θi: Integer variable representing the actual berthing
time of vessel i, i.e., the moment that this vessel is
moored at its berthing position where it can be op-
erated by the cranes, i ∈ V;
σi,j: binary variable representing the relative berthing
position of two adjacent vessels, which equals 1 if vessel
i is moored on the left to vessel j (i, j ∈ V) and 0
otherwise;
πi,j: binary variable indicating the sequential relation-
ship between the berthing time of two vessels, which
equals 1 if vessel i is berthed before vessel j (i, j ∈ V)
and 0 otherwise;
εi,j: binary variable representing the relative line posi-
tion of two vessels that are moored in double-line,
which equals to 1 if vessel i is berthed on the inner-side
to vessel j (i, j ∈ V) and 0 otherwise.

3.3.TimelineCorresponding to theBerthSchedulingofaVessel.
As shown in Figure 1, the timeline of the berth scheduling of
vessel i starts from its arrival time at the port, denoted as earr

i ,
and ends up at the moment when all the necessary
unloading/loading operations are completed, and the vessel
is ready to leave the port for the next destination.

It is worth noting that (1) a gap between the preplanned
arrival time earr

i and actual berthing time θimay be observed
in the condition that no berth location is available on the
arrival of the vessel which has to be waiting at the anchorage
until in-wharf permission is delivered; (2) although setup
operations (such as berthing, mooring ropes, and removing
twist locks) are necessary before and after the cranes op-
erating the vessels, the setup time of vessel i is integrated into
its overall operation time hi in this study to simplify the
expression because it is observed in the targeted port that the
setup time is generally not vessel-dependent.

3.4. Berth Scheduling with DLSM Mode. When the DLSM
mode is applied at the port and two vessels will be scheduled
to be moored in double-line at the same berthing position, it
is necessary to determine the relative berthing line positions
between these two vessels. (rough the interview with the
berth operators at the targeted port, a general rule is applied
to ensure the berthing safety: Vessel i can be moored in the
inner-side line to vessel j(i, j ∈ V) as long as the following
conditions can be satisfied: (1) the length of vessel i is larger
than that of vessel j; (2) vessel i arrives no later than vessel j at
the port; (3) the actual departure time of vessel i is not earlier
than that of vessel j; (4) the berthing position of the inner-
side vessel should not be larger that of the outside moored
ship while the coordinate of the rightmost end of the former
along the wharf must be at least as large as that of the latter.

Figure 2 is the three-dimensional schematic diagram of a
DLSM example with three vessels, where vessels i and j are
moored in double-line.

For a better understanding of this example, the corre-
sponding side-wharf section and time-wharf one are detailed
in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. It can be observed that vessel
i is placed on the inner-side line to vessel j since the fol-
lowing conditions are satisfied (1) li ≥ lj (as shown in Fig-
ure 3); (2) θi ≤ θj (as shown in Figure 4); (3) θi + hi ≥ θj + hj

(as shown in Figure 4); (4) pi ≤pj, pi + li ≥ pj + lj (as
shown in Figure 4); in a berth schedule, a vessel can either be
placed at its minimum-cost position (e.g., vessels j and k) or
nonoptimal berthing position (e.g., vessel i).

As for vessel k, since it is moored on the right to the pair
of double-lined ships, the coordinates of its berthing posi-
tion must be larger than those of the rightmost of the inner-
side moored ship to avoid overlaps, i.e., μk ≥ μi + li.

4. Mathematical Formulation

4.1. Construction of the Objective Function. As mentioned in
Section 1, the objective function of the targeted BAP
problem consists of two parts:

(1) Minimization of the additional operation cost for
vessels not located at its minimum-cost berthing
position
Considering that the ports normally predefine the
minimum-cost berthing position for each vessel
according the cargos that will be unloaded/loaded to
maximize the operation efficiency, it is obvious that
the larger is the deviation between the berthing
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position and the predefined minimum-cost position
of a vessel, the more is operation cost at the wharf; in
this study, this part of the objective function is
formulated as i∈Vc1i|μi − pi|.

(2) Minimization of the penalty cost for vessels not
leaving before their preplanned departure time
Let e

de p
i denote the preplanned departure time of

vessel i. As is known, when the actual departure time
of vessel i is later than e

de p
i , an additional cost will be

incurred due to the influence of such delay on the
rest of the voyage, and if the delay in the ship’s
departure is caused by the inefficient operation of the
port, the port would have to pay certain fine for such
delay. (erefore, this study aims also at minimizing
the total penalties related to the delays of the vessels
within the planning period, and this part of the
objective function can be formulated as i∈V
c2i(θi + hi − e

de p
i )+, where x+ � max 0, x{ }.

To sum up, the objective function can be formulated
as follows:

【BAP】min
i∈V

c1i μi − pi


 + c2i θi + hi − e

de p
i 

+
 . (1)

4.2. Mixed-Integer Programming Model. Considering that
formula (1) is nonlinear, it should be linearized to meet the
requirements of linear programming solver that will be
applied in this study to optimally solve small-size instances.

Let α+
i � μi − pi when μi − pi ≥ 0, α−

i � pi − μi when
μi − pi < 0, and β+

i and β−
i denote the non-negative and

negative value of (θi + hi − e
de p
i ), respectively. Furthermore,

let β+
i � 0 when θi + hi − e

dep
i < 0 to ensure that the smaller is

β+
i , the better is the solution. Formula (1) can be linearized to

formulas (2), (3), and (4) and then the mixed-integer pro-
grammingmodel of the targeted problem can be constructed
as follows:

【BAP】min 
i∈V

c1i α+
i + α−

i(  + c2iβ
+
i , (2)

subject to

μi − pi � α+
i − α−

i , ∀i ∈ V, (3)

θi + hi − e
de p
i � β+

i − β−
i , ∀i ∈ V, (4)


j∈V

εi,j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ V, (5)

μi + li ≤L, ∀i ∈ V, (6)

μi + li ≤ μj + M 1 − σi,j , ∀i, j ∈ V, i≠ j, (7)

θi + hi ≤ θj + M 1 − πi,j , ∀i, j ∈ V, i≠ j, (8)

θi ≤ θj + M 1 − εi,j , ∀i, j ∈ V, i≠ j, (9)

θj + hj ≤ θi + hi + M 1 − εi,j , ∀i, j ∈ V, i≠ j, (10)

μi ≤ μj + M 1 − εi,j , ∀i, j ∈ V, i≠ j, (11)

μj + lj ≤ μi + li + M 1 − εi,j , ∀i, j ∈ V, i≠ j, (12)

σi,j + σj,i + πi,j + πj,i + εi,j + εj,i ≥ 1, ∀i, j ∈ V, i≠ j, (13)

σi,j + εi,j ≤ 1, ∀i, j ∈ V, i≠ j, (14)

πi,j + εi,j ≤ 1, ∀i, j ∈ V, i≠ j, (15)

θi ≥ e
arr
i , ∀i ∈ V, (16)

μi, θi, α
+
i , α−

i , β+
i , β−

i ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ V, (17)

σi,j, πi,j, εi,jε 0, 1{ }, ∀i, j ∈ V, i≠ j. (18)

eiarr

Waiting (possible) Handling
Time

Ready for
leaving

Arrive at berth

Arrive at
anchorage

Vessel i
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1 2

Figure 1: Timeline corresponding to the berth scheduling of vessel i.
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Figure 2: Time-side-wharf schematic diagram of a DLSM example.
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Figure 3: Side-wharf section of the DLSM example.
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Objective function (2) and constraints (3) and (4) in-
dicate that the objective of this study is to minimize both
total additional operation cost corresponding to vessels not
berthing at their minimum-cost berthing position vessels
and the penalty cost incurred when vessels cannot leave
before their preplanned departure time.

Constraint (5) ensures that no more than two vessels can
be berthed at the same position simultaneously. Constraint
(6) indicates that the rightmost end of each vessel must be
limited by the length of the wharf. Constraint (7) ensures the
position relationship of two adjacent vessels along the wharf.
Constraint (8) indicates the sequential relationship between
the berthing time of two vessels that will be berthed at the
same position but not in double-line. Constraints (9)–(12)
indicate the conditions to be respected when two vessels are
berthed in double-line at the berth as detailed in Section 3.4.
Constraints (13) ensure that at least one relationship be-
tween two vessels waiting to be berthed within the planning
period, as shown in Figure 4, holds.

Constraints (14) and (15) ensure the SLSM mode and
DLSM mode cannot be applied to the same pair of vessels
simultaneously, i.e., if vessel i is berthed in double-line with
vessel j, it can neither be berthed to the left of vessel j nor be
berthed before the arrival or after the departure of vessel j.
Constraint (16) ensures that vessels can only be berthed after
their arrival. Constraints (17) and(18) define the range of
decision variables.

5. PSO Algorithm for BAP with DLSM Mode

5.1. Introduction to PSO. In PSO algorithms, the particle
swarm concept originated as a simulation of a simplified
social system by introducing a number of simple enti-
ties—the particles—in the search space, where each particle
represents a solution approach corresponding to a given
position and velocity, which can be used to evaluate the
objective function at its current location.

(e movement of each particle is guided by their po-
sition, according to their own best position and a swarm’s
best position, which represents the quality of searching, and
the velocity decides the direction in which the particle would

move in the next generation. (ese particles search for
optimal solutions through updating generations. Formulas
(19) and (20) represent how velocity and position update in
the classical PSO algorithm, respectively:

v
k
i d � v

k−1
i d + c1r1 pbesti d − x

k−1
i d  + c2r2 gbestd − x

k−1
i d , (19)

x
k
i d � x

k−1
i d + v

k−1
i d , (20)

where vk
i d and vk−1

i d represent the current and previous flight
velocity of particle i on dimension d in iteration k, re-
spectively, xk

i d and xk−1
i d represent the current and previous

position of particle i on dimension d in iteration k, ωk− 1 is
the inertial weight coefficient, which can adjusts the search
range of solution space, c1 and c2 are acceleration weights,
which adjust the learning maximum step length, r1 and r2
are two random functions with a value range of [0, 1], whose
function is to increase the randomness of the search. pbesti d

denotes the best position of particle i on dimension d up to
iteration k, while gbestd denotes the best position of the
whole swarm on dimension d until iteration k.

Considering that the classical PSO algorithm mentioned
above may lead the particles to grow unlimitedly, which
influences the particles’ convergence to the optimal solution,
Shi and Eberhart [25] improved the updatingmechanism, by
introducing an inertia weight coefficient, which can be
dynamically adjusted to balance the quality of solution and
convergence velocity of the algorithm, as shown in the
following formula:

v
k
i d � ωk− 1

v
k−1
i d + c1r1 pbesti d − x

k−1
i d 

+ c2r2 gbestd − x
k−1
i d ,

(21)

where ωk− 1 � [(cmax − ck−1)/cmax]∗ (ωmax − ωmin) + ωmin,
which is the inertia weight coefficient, ωmax and ωmin denote
the maximum and minimum values of the inertia weight
coefficient, respectively, and cmax represents the maximum
number of iterations.

(e PSO algorithm proposed in this study is based on the
updating mechanism proposed by Shi and Eberhart (1998).

Wharf

Time

ekdep

eidep

ejdep

ekarr

ejarr

eiarr

pi pj pk

li

lj

lk

Vessel i Vessel k

Vessel jhi

hk

(μj, θj)

(μk, θk)

(μi, θi)

Figure 4: Time-wharf section of the DLSM example.
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5.2. Encoding. Assuming that n vessels are waiting to be
scheduled within the planning period, n random numbers,
denoted as τi, i ∈ 1, . . . , n{ }, are randomly generated in the
range of 0 and 1.0, where each random number corresponds
to the vessel with the same index.

Sort those generated random numbers in descending
order and then allocate the corresponding vessels to berth
positions one after another, i.e., the greater the random
number τi is, the earlier vessel i is allocated to a berth
position. Ties are broken by selecting the vessel with smallest
index.

For a better understanding, here illustrated in Figure 5 is
the encoding process with an example of 5 vessels, where a
solution with the corresponding berthing order of the vessels
as 5-3-1-4-2 is obtained.

5.3.Decoding. (e decoding process, which is applied in this
study to construct the berth schedule corresponding to a
given solution obtained by the proposed PSO algorithm,
consists of three steps as follows:

(i) Step 1: initialization of the berthing schedule
(e initial berth schedule can be generated by
arranging each vessel one after another in the order
defined by the solution to its minimum-cost berthing
position. It is worth mentioning that although
placing vessels to their pre-defined minimum-cost
berthing positions can avoid additional operation
costs, it is hardly possible for berth operators to
arrange all the vessels to their minimum-cost
berthing positions without overlapping any of them
at a busy port. In consequence, there is a good chance
that the berth schedule obtained at this step is in-
feasible due to the overlaps, and therefore, actions
have to be taken to detect and resolve possible
overlaps.

(ii) Step 2: detection of overlaps
Considering that the overlap between two vessels
takes place if and only if both berthing periods and
spaces of these two vessels are partly overlapped; the
overlap between two vessels j and k (j, k ∈ V) can be
detected by verifying constraints (22)–(25); in Fig-
ure 6, an example of three vessels with overlap de-
tected between two vessels j and k is shown:

μk < μj + lj, k, j ∈ V, (22)

θk < θj + hj, k, j ∈ V, (23)

μj < μk + lk, k, j ∈ V, (24)

θj < θk + hk, k, j ∈ V. (25)

(iii) Step 3: overlaps resolving
Once overlaps are detected, the current berth
schedule is not yet feasible, and thus actions must be
taken to remove those overlaps. (e procedure

resolving overlaps between two vessels j and
k (j, k ∈ V) is as follows:

Step 3.1: removing overlap detected between two
vessels
In this study, the overlap detected between two
vessels is eliminated by fixing one vessel and
moving the other one towards all possible direc-
tions until no overlap is observed between them.
Here shown in Figure 7 is an example with two
overlapped vessels, which are represented with
solid line rectangles. Let vessel j be fixed and vessel
k can be moved towards four possible directions to
eliminate the overlap: (i) left (in condition that the
leftmost end of vessel k does not exceed the left end
of the wharf), (ii) right (in condition that the
rightmost end of vessel k does not exceed the right
end of the wharf), (iii) up (to delay its berthing
time), and (iv) outside (in condition that the
DLSM constraints are satisfied). (e possible
positions of vessel k after performing these
movements are mentioned with dashed line
rectangles, and the rectangle corresponding to the
outside movement is shaded on this time-wharf
section.
Upon further analysis of the four movements
mentioned above, it can be observed that only
movement (iii) can result in a feasible solution
because (1) movement (i) is not available because
there is not enough space on the left (dashed
rectangle exceeds the left boundary of the wharf);
(2) movement (ii) introduces an overlap between
vessel k and vessel i; (3) movement (iv) is not
available as well because the constraints related to
the DLSM mode, as described in Section 4, cannot
be satisfied. Nevertheless, the feasibility of the
solution obtained by (ii) can be improved by
taking into account the relationship between the
vessel being moved, i.e., vessel k, and the nearby
vessels that may be overlapped by the newly placed
vessel k, e.g., vessel i in the example shown in
Figure 7.
Step 3.2: improving the feasibility of berthing
schedule by taking into account the nearby vessels
having overlaps with certain moved vessel

Step 1: Generate a random number for each vessel.

Step 2: sort τi in descending order.

Vessel 1 2 3 4 5

0.2 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.8τi

5 3 1 4 2

0.8 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1

Vessel

τi

Figure 5: Schema of the encoding process.
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Since it is possible to introduce new overlaps
between the vessel being moved and some of the
nearby ships, the relationship of all vessels that
may have overlaps with the newly placed vessel
must be considered to avoid introducing new
overlaps.
For a better understanding, let us continue the il-
lustration with the example mentioned in step 3.1.
Since moving vessel k towards right may introduce
an overlap between the vessels k and i, the move-
ments of vessel k around vessel i are also considered
to generate possible feasible berthing schedules. As
shown in Figure 8, three new berthing schedules can
obtained by finding the optimal position of placing
vessel k adjacent to vessel i in condition that it does
not overlap with any other vessels. It is worth noting
that the berthing schedule corresponding to the
optimal position above vessel i is not shown in
Figure 8 because that berthing schedule can be
dominated by at least the one with vessel k on lower
left, i.e., the berthing schedule corresponding to
movement (i) shown in Figure 8.
Step 3.3: accepting the best feasible berthing
schedule
Compare all of the possible feasible berthing
schedules generated by the adjustments described

in steps 3.1 and 3.2 and accept the best one, i.e., the
feasible berthing schedule with the smallest ob-
jective value as the one that corresponds to the
given solution obtained by the proposed PSO
algorithm.

5.4. General Procedure of the Proposed PSO Algorithm.
(e general procedure of the proposed PSO algorithm is as
follows.

(i) Step 1: set up the parameters of the PSO algorithm,
such as the number of particles and the value of
inertia weight coefficient.

(ii) Step 2: initialize the position and velocity in al-
lowable ranges for each particle and set iteration
k� 1.

(iii) Step 3: calculate the fitness value, which is equal to
the objective value of the proposed model, for each
particle.

(iv) Step 4: set the local-best value and global-best value
for each particle, where the former equals the
particle’s current position and the latter the po-
sition of the best particle.

(v) Step 5: update the velocity and the position for
each particle.

(vi) Step 6: update the fitness value for each particle.

Time
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li

Vessel i hi
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Figure 6: An example of three vessels obtained at step 1 with overlap detected.
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(vii) Step 7: compare the current fitness value of each
particle with the local-best one. If the current
fitness value of a particle is better, update the local-
best position of this particle; otherwise, it remains
unchanged.

(viii) Step 8: find out the particle with the best fitness
function from the current swam. If the current best
fitness value is better than that of the recorded
global-best one, replace the global-best position
with the position of the current best particle;
otherwise, the global-best one remains unchanged.

(xi) Step 9: if the number of iteration k attains the
predefined threshold, the PSO algorithm termi-
nates and reports the recorded global-best particle
as the final solution; otherwise, set k� k+ 1 and
return to step 3.

6. Experimental Results

6.1. Experimental Settings. In this study, instances of dif-
ferent scales are randomly generated with the method in-
troduced by Park and Kim [15]. (e length of wharf is set as
1200 meters. (e planning horizon T is set as 120 time units,
where the time unit is one hour.

(e cost coefficients c1i and c2i are set as 2 and 10, re-
spectively, as proposed by Meisel and Bierwirth [26]. In
order to ensure that most of the vessels can leave the port
before their preplanned departure time, the value of the
preplanned departure time of a vessel is determined by
adding 1.0 to 2.0 times of the corresponding operation time
to its preplanned arrival time, i.e., ede p

i � earr
i + hi ∗ q (i ∈ V)

and q is a decimal randomly generated between 1.0 and 2.0,
as proposed by Park and Kim [15]. (e generation of the
other parameters is detailed in Table 1.

(e numerical experiments are programmed in C#
(VS2017) on a PC with 2.3GHz Intel Core i5 CPU and 4GB
RAM, and CPLEX 12.5 is applied as the programming solver
for small-size instances. Both programming solver and the
proposed PSO algorithm are set to terminate within 3 hours
(10,800 s).

6.2. Comparison between Different Mooring Modes. First of
all, experiments are conducted to compare between two
different mooring modes, i.e., DLSM mode and SLSM mode
by considering both objective values and execution time for
small-size instances, i.e., the instances with up to 25 vessels.

As shown in Table 2, it can be observed that the optimal
solutions for both modes can be obtained by CPLEX solver
within 5 seconds for the instances with no more than 15
vessels. As for SLSM mode, the execution time used to solve
instances with the SLSM mode by the CPLEX solver (as
shown in column “CPU1”) increases dramatically when the
number of vessels is beyond 20. When the DLSM mode is
applied, solution for instances with up to 20 vessels can be
obtained within 10 seconds and the instances with 25 vessels
can still be obtained within 30 minutes (as shown in column
“CPU2”). As shown in column “Diff_CPU,” the different
rate of the execution time (Diff_CPU1� (CPU2−CPU1)/

CPU1 ∗ 100%) varies from −79.16% to −98.87% for the
instances with 20 and 25 vessels, and it is reasonable to
conclude that the application DLSM mode can greatly
improve the work efficiency of port operators.

With regard to the objective values, it can be observed
that the DLSM mode obviously dominates the SLSM mode
because the objective values of solutions with the DLSM
mode (shown in column “OBJ2”) are at least as good as
those with the SLSM mode (shown in column “OBJ1”).
According to the difference rates shown in column “Dif-
f_Obj1” (Diff_Obj1� (OBJ2 −OBJ1)/OBJ1 ∗ 100%), op-
eration costs can be reduced in average of 20.35% and the
maximum reduction rate reaches 37.14%.

To sum up, it can be concluded that DLSM mode can
help the port operators in not only improving their work
efficiency but also reducing overall operation costs.

It should also be mentioned that the optimal solutions
cannot be obtained by CPLEX solver within 3 hours for the
instances with more than 25 vessels for neither of these two
modes. (erefore, we can conclude that CPLEX solver is
only effective for solving small-scale problems regardless of
whether DLSM is applied, and thus it is necessary to develop
efficient heuristics to obtain good quality solution within
reasonable execution time for large-scale instances so as to
cope with the real requirements of the huge terminal con-
tainers such as Yangshan port.

6.3. Comparison between Different Methodologies. As men-
tioned before, the CPLEX solver is just capable of solving
BAP models for small-scale instances with both SLSM and
DLSMmodes, though much more vessels must be scheduled
during even 120 hours. (us, in this study, a PSO algorithm
has been proposed to obtain good quality solutions within
reasonable execution time for large-scale instances.

As shown in Table 3, when comparing the solutions
obtained by CPLEX solver and the proposed PSO algorithm
for instances with DLSM modes, we can observe that both
CPLEX solver and the proposed PSO algorithm can get the
final solution very quickly for the instances within 20
vessels. As for instances with more vessels, the CPLEX
solver becomes more and more inefficient and cannot
obtain optimal solutions within three hours for instances
with beyond 30 vessels, though PSO can still get final
solution within several minutes.

With regard to objective values, the proposed PSO can
obtain optimal solutions for the instances with 8 vessels and
most of the instances with 10 vessels and even one instance
with 20 vessels; near-optimal solutions can be obtained for
the rest of the instances with 10 vessels and most of the cases
with 15 vessels and even most of the cases with 25 vessels

Table 1: Parameters used in the experiments.

Parameter Distribution type Range
earr

i Uniform distribution U(1, 96)

hi Uniform distribution U(10, 24)

pi Uniform distribution U(1, 1200)

li Uniform distribution U(150, 350)
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with quite small difference rate, which can be illustrated
in column “Diff_Obj2” (Diff_Obj2 � (OBJ3 −OBJ2)/
OBJ2 ∗ 100%). It hints that the proposed PSO algorithm
is also possible to get solutions of good quality for large-
scale instances though further studies should be made to
test the condition of such performance.

Since it is observed in Table 3 that the gap between so-
lutions obtained by the CPLEX solver and the PSO algorithm
with the DLSM mode is relatively significant for some of the
instances, a further comparison is made between the results
obtained by PSO with DLSMmode and the optimal solutions
obtained by the CPLEX solver with the SLSM mode.

As shown in Table 4, solutions obtained by the PSO
algorithm with DLSM mode are better than the optimal
solutions obtained by the CPLEX solver with the SLSM
mode, and the former can save up to 35.81% of the cost
(Diff_Obj3� (OBJ3−OBJ1)/OBJ1 ∗ 100%) among all the
instances tested in this study.

Considering that hundreds of vessels should be operated
every day at huge container terminals, the proposed PSOwill
be much more practical than CPLEX for supporting the
decision-making of the port operators to not only improve
their working efficiency but also reduce operation costs
related to berth scheduling operations.

Table 2: Comparison between DLSM and SLSM modes for small-scale instances.

Instances
SLSM DLSM

Diff_Obj1 (%) Diff_CPU1 (%)
OBJ1 CPU1 (s) OBJ2 CPU2 (s)

8-1 300 0.2 252 0.2 −16.00 0.00
8-2 324 0.3 304 0.2 −6.17 −33.33
8-3 488 0.3 488 0.4 0.00 33.33
10-1 430 0.3 430 0.5 0.00 66.67
10-2 656 0.4 656 0.3 0.00 −25.00
10-3 754 0.6 474 0.5 −37.14 −16.67
15-1 2642 4.4 2020 2.3 −23.54 −47.73
15-2 804 2.2 544 2.3 −32.34 4.55
15-3 940 0.5 940 1.1 0.00 120.00
20-1 2816 733.2 1842 8.3 −34.59 −98.87
20-2 3574 205.2 2604 7.7 −27.14 −96.25
20-3 1932 116.4 1232 3.6 −36.23 −96.91
25-1 4532 3630 3384 668.7 −25.33 −81.58
25-2 6886 7245.2 4616 1510.1 −32.97 −79.16
25-3 4440 7280.1 2936 1421.0 −33.87 −80.48

Average −20.35 −28.76

Table 3: Comparison between the performance of CPLEX and PSO
algorithm for solving problems with the DLSM mode.

Instances
CPLEX PSO

Diff_Obj2
(%)OBJ2 CPU2

(s) OBJ3 CPU3
(s)

8-1 252 0.2 252 8.2 0.00
8-2 304 0.2 304 4.4 0.00
8-3 488 0.4 488 9.4 0.00
10-1 430 0.5 430 10.1 0.00
10-2 656 0.3 656 8.0 0.00
10-3 474 0.5 484 16.2 2.11
15-1 2020 2.3 2052 40.7 1.58
15-2 544 2.3 574 41.3 5.51
15-3 940 1.1 1066 23.6 13.40
20-1 1842 8.3 2102 73.7 14.12
20-2 2604 7.7 2974 73.9 14.21
20-3 1232 3.6 1232 73.6 0.00
25-1 3384 668.7 3904 103.3 15.37
25-2 4616 1510.1 4854 122.8 5.16
25-3 2936 1421.0 3022 111.3 2.93
30-1 Cannot >3 h 7566 326.3 —
30-2 obtain >3 h 6820 251.1 —

30-3 the
optimal >3 h 8248 211.4 —

35-1 solution 7898 272.2 —
35-2 12006 273.1 —
35-3 12760 279.5 —
40-1 15800 354.1 —
40-2 15640 565.2 —
40-3 20558 474.2 —
45-1 26150 685.2 —
45-2 35374 744.6 —
45-3 31726 644.2 —

Table 4: Comparison between optimal solutions with SLSM mode
and solutions obtained by PSO with the DLSM mode.

Instances
CPLEX-SLSM PSO-DLSM

Diff_Obj3 (%)
OBJ1 CPU1 (s) OBJ3 CPU3 (s)

8-1 300 0.2 252 8.2 −16.00
8-2 324 0.3 304 4.4 −6.17
8-3 488 0.3 488 9.4 0.00
10-1 430 0.3 430 10.1 0.00
10-2 656 0.4 656 8.0 0.00
10-3 754 0.6 484 16.2 −35.81
15-1 2642 4.4 2052 40.7 −22.33
15-2 804 2.2 574 41.3 −28.61
15-3 940 0.5 1066 23.6 13.40
20-1 2816 733.2 2102 73.7 −25.36
20-2 3574 205.2 2974 73.9 −16.79
20-3 1932 116.4 1232 73.6 −36.23
25-1 4532 3630 3904 103.3 −13.86
25-2 6886 7245.2 4854 122.8 −29.51
25-3 4440 7280.1 3022 111.3 −31.94
Average −16.61
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7. Conclusions and Perspectives

(e study aims at minimizing the total operation cost of the
continuous berth scheduling problem by taking into account
the Double-Line Shipping Mooring (DLSM) mode, where
both the additional operation cost for vessels not moored at
their minimum-cost berthing position and penalty cost
related to vessels not being able to leave before its pre-
planned departure time are considered.

(e problem is firstly formulated as a mixed integer
programming model and solved by the CPLEX solver for
small-scale instances. As for larger size instances that cannot
be optimally solved by CPLEX solver, a PSO algorithm is
proposed to obtain good quality solutions within reasonable
execution time.

Numerical experiments are conducted to compare not only
the efficiency between the traditional Single-Line Shipping
Mooring (SLSM) mode and the innovative DLSM mode but
also the performances between CPLEX solver and the pro-
posed PSO algorithm. It can be concluded with the experi-
mental results that (1) DLSM mode outperforms the SLSM
mode in reducing not only total operation cost but also exe-
cution time. (2) (e proposed PSO algorithm can generate
optimal or near-optimal solution for small-scale instances. (3)
(e proposed PSO algorithm is much more efficient than the
CPLEX solver for large-scale instances, which copes with the
requirements of berthing management in Yangshan Deep-
Water Port, one of the busiest container terminals in the world.

To sum up, as the first research dedicated to BAP with
DLSM mode, this study can help not only in validating the
advantages of DLSM mode but also offering an efficient
decision support tool to berth operators in busy ports to
improve their working efficiency.

Motivated by the results obtained in this study, it is
interesting to keep improving the efficiency of the proposed
algorithm and to apply such method in the targeted port.
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All the experimental data can be generated with the rules
described in the paper.
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